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Abstract 
An integrable discretization of the Rayleigh quotient gradient system is established. The solution of the discrete gradient 
system is described explicitly and converges exponentially to the same equilibrium point as that of the continuous gradient 
system for arbitrary large difference step size. It is shown that the discrete gradient system is essentially equivalent to 
the power method with a shift of origin for calculating the largest eigenvalue. The power method is then proved to be a 
discrete gradient method. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A be an n × n real symmetric matrix having eigenvalues such that 
2~ ~<22~< -.. ~<2,_~ <2,.  
We set P an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes A as D-pTAp = diag(21,...,k,). Let RA(x) be 
a Rayleigh quotient of A; then 
(x, Ax) 
RA(x)-- (x,x)' 
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where (x ,y ) -xTy  for real n-vectors x and y. Since RA(cx)= RA(x) for any positive number c, 
it suffices to consider the Rayleigh quotient RA(x) on the unit sphere S "-1 - {x[ ][xl[ = 1}, where 
[[xl12_ -- (x,x). The well-known minimax theorem states that 
2, = max RA(x). flxll=l 
Thus, the maximal eigenvalue 2, of A may be calculated through the trajectory of the gradient 
system, the steepest ascent equation, 
dx 
- -  =Ax-  (x, Ax)x, [[x(0)[[ = 1, t~>0 (1) 
dt 
for RA(x) on the unit sphere S "-I [7, p. 17]. Note that if [Ix(0)[[ = 1, then Hx(t)[] = 1. The dynamical 
system (1) also appears in many areas as a fundamental equation: for example, in neural network 
as a principal component analyzer [20], as the gradient system for Hopfield's energy function [14], 
and in mathematical biology as a replicator equation without mutation [10, p. 85]. A least-squares 
estimation problem can be solved by the steepest descent equation for RA(x) [3]. It is a point to 
express (1) in the following equivalent form: 
n 
drf _ 22jr~ - 2r~ ~ 2kr 2, I Ir(0)l l  = 1, (2) 
dt 
k=l  
where ( r j )=  r -P rx  and j = 1,.. . ,n. Without loss of generality, we suppose that 0<r j (0 )< l .  
The Volterra-type quation (2) also emerges in dynamical systems as a reduced form of the fi- 
nite nonperiodic Toda equation [12] and in moment problem as a deformation equation of a dis- 
crete Stieltjes measure [18]. It is possible to regard (2) as a completely integrable constrained 
Hamiltonian system [5]. The unique stable equilibrium r(oc) of (2) gives the maximal eigenvalue 
2n via 2, =maxllxll=l RA(X)=maxllrll=l RD(r). Indeed, x (oc )=Pr (oe)  is the dominant eigenvector of 
A corresponding to 2n. We call (1) (or, (2)) the Rayleiyh quotient 9radient system. 
The Rayleigh quotient iteration method has been developed by many authors (cf. [22]) which is 
an inverse power method with a shift of origin. The dynamics of the Rayleigh quotient iteration is 
unexpectedly complicated [2] and rather different from that of (1). On the other hand, it is claimed 
in [4] that the dynamical system 
dx 
- -= lnA-x -  (x, ln A. x)x 
dt 
is a continuous limit of the power method for calculating the maximal eigenvalue 2n. A discrete 
analogue of (2) for a positive-definite matrix is introduced in [19] which is a very special case 
of the power method. The Rayleigh quotient and the power method appear in any of the many 
texts on numerical linear algebra. Let us recall the important heorem that a sequence of Rayleigh 
quotients defined by the power method converges quadratically to 2n [6, p. 109]. However, it has 
not been clear how the power method itself can be directly related to the Rayleigh quotient gradient 
system (1). 
Here we pose a problem of discretization of the gradient system (1). In the simplest case where 
n = 1, (2) is just the logistic equation dy/dt = y(1 -y )  with 0<y(0)< 1. Its simple Euler scheme 
y(s + e) = y(s)(1 + ¢ - ey(s)), s c {0,e,2c,...}, 
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is essentially the logistic map and generates a numerical chaos for a large difference step size e [27]. 
This is a bad feature for algorithms uch as the power method. Hence, a skillful discretization of the 
gradient system (1) will be an important problem in spite of the existence of the explicit solution 
expAt • x(0) 
x(t) = II expAt, x(0)ll" 
The purpose of this paper is to work out the problem of discretization of the Rayleigh quotient 
gradient system (1). The first key is Hirota's guiding principle in discretization of soliton equations 
(cf. [9]). The soliton equations form a subclass of integrable systems. Here integrable systems are 
exactly solvable nonlinear dynamical systems which can be decomposed into finitely or infinitely 
many linear equations. We call the discretization of integrable systems in a linear level an integrable 
discretization which preserves their fundamental property, i.e., the existence of explicit solutions. 
This feature gives rise to a numerical stability for any large e and an exponentially rapid convergence. 
See Section 4 for the definition of the integrable discretization. 
A story of Hirota's discretization is as follows. An important class of exact solutions is described 
by the tau-function which is one of the central objects in soliton theory. The tan-function usually 
takes the form of determinant of some structured matrices, Wronskian or Hankel. Hence, the tan- 
function structure is an additional basic property of soliton equations. Each element of the determinant 
is a solution of linear differential equation of first order such as df ( t ) /d t  = f ( t ) ,  t>~O, which is 
discretized into 
f ( s  + e) - f ( s )  = ef (s ) .  (3) 
The explicit solution of (3) is given by a discrete analogue f ( s )  = (1 + e) s/~ of the exponential 
function. A discrete analogue of the tau-function is also introduced which proceeds to the original 
one in a continuous limit e ~ 0. To show this the formula 
lim (1 + ~)t/¢ = exp(t) 
c--~0 
(4) 
is most fundamental. A discrete analogue of the soliton equation is then derived by using the discrete 
tau-function. For example, the discrete-time Toda equation takes the form of Jacobi's determinant 
identity [9]. Eq. (3) is merely the simple Euler scheme; however, the resulting discrete soliton 
equation is completely different from those derived from other discretization methods. Namely, such 
a discrete soliton equation has the explicit solution, which enables a numerical integration of high 
accuracy to be obtained for any initial value. This is a reason why we discretize a soliton equation, 
notwithstanding its exact solution can be at hand. 
In our case, the Rayleigh quotient gradient system (1) is not a soliton equation and does not have 
a determinantal t n-function. The second key here is the linearization technique of (2) presented in 
[15], rather than the tau-function structure. The system (2) can be linearized to an infinite set of 
differential equations. It will be shown that the integrable discretization acts well on (1) and (2) in 
this paper. 
An integrable discretization can be found in the work of Rutishauser [23]. He showed that his 
quotient difference (qd) algorithm for finding poles of meromorphic functions is expressed in a 
recursion relation of Hankel determinants. His recursion relation approaches a nonlinear dynamical 
system in a continuous limit which is nowadays called the semi-infinite Toda equation. Thus, we can 
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regard the qd algorithm as an integrable discretization of the Toda equation (cf. [9, 24]). Recently, 
an equivalence between some effective algorithms and nonlinear integrable systems has been noted, 
e.g. the e-algorithm and a discrete-time KdV equation [1, 21], the Jacobi algorithm and an integrable 
gradient system of Lax form [16], etc. In this paper we consider a closed relationship between the 
power method and the Rayleigh quotient gradient system. 
In the next section an integrable discretization of the gradient system (2) is established. The 
solution of the discrete gradient system converges to the same equilibrium point as that of the 
continuous ystem (2) for any positive difference step size c. In Section 3, an integrable discretization 
of the Rayleigh quotient gradient system (1) is presented. It is shown that the discrete gradient system 
is essentially equivalent to the power method with a shift of origin. The power method is then shown 
to be a discrete 9radient method. 
2. Integrable discretization 
In a recent paper [15] the Volterra-type quation (2) is linearized. Let us briefly review this with 
a small change of notation. Set 
ho 1, hk = = 2~r),k 2 k=l ,2 , . . . .  
j=l 
Then (2) leads to 
dhk = 2(hk+l -- hlhk) (5) 
dt 
which is reduced to the Kac-van Moerbeke system [11]. Introducing an infinite set of variables 
{9k(t),k = 0, 1,...} such that 
d log 9____~0 _ 2hl, 9~ = hk, 
dt 90 
we obtain from (5) 
dgk 
-- 29k+1- (6) 
dt 
As was shown in [15] the tau-function of the finite nonperiodic Toda equation, or the finite Toda 
molecule, is a Hankel determinant det(9i+j-2), 1 ~< i,j <~n, where 
n 
9k(t) = Z 2~ r2(O)exp(22jt)" 
j - I  
Now we discretize (2) by discretizing (6) first and going back to (2)-(5).  Let 
sC {0, e, 2c .. . .  } 
be the discrete time. A discretization of (6) is given by 
9k(s + c) - Oh(s) 
Asg~(s) = 29k+1 (S), Asgk(s) =-- 
(7) 
(8) 
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where As indicates the forward difference operator. We are interested in the following solution of 
(8): 
n 
gk(s) = ~ 2~(e)r~(O)(1 + 2e2j(e)) s/~, 
j= l  
where 2o is a suitable real number satisfying 
20 <21. 
2j (9) 
2j(e) - 1 - 2e20' 
(10) 
Remark 2.1. The constants 2j in the continuous-time system (2) are deformed in (9). 
Obviously, gk(s)[~=0 # g~(t)lt=o for e >0. However, noting 2j(e) ~ )~j as e ~ 0 we derive 
~+olim( ~--~2)(e)r2(O)(l+2e2j(e))'/~)j=, =Ok(t)- 
It is shown that Ok(s) in (9) goes to gk(t) in the continuous limit. 
Next let us proceed to discretize (5). There are many possibilities in choosing hk(s) via gk(s). 
We set here 
gk(s-e)  
hk(s)-- , k=0,1 , . . .  (11) 
go(s) 
It follows from (9) that 
hk(s) = E~=, 2~(e)r2(O)( 1 + 2e2j(¢)) ~/~-' 
Ei~l r/Z(0)( 1 + 2e2i(g)) s/~ (12) 
Note that lim~_~0 ho(s)= 1. We find a discretization of the Kac-van Moerbeke system (5) with the 
help of the solution (12). 
Theorem 2.2. The functions hk(s) defined by (9) and (11) satisfy 
.h,(s + 
A,hk(s) = 2 hk+l(s) - hk(s + ¢)~o(S + ¢)/" (13) 
A continuous limit of(13)  as ~---~0 is exactly (5). 
This is the first result of this paper. The discretization here is rather different from the usual 
schemes uch as Euler and Runge-Kutta. We call (13) the discrete Kac-van Moerbeke system. 
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Remark 2.3. In integrable discretization, it is always a problem to find a suitable dependent variable 
transformation like (11). There are other possibilities to choose hk(s). The resulting discrete Kac- 
van Moerbeke system remarkably takes a simple form if we set hk(S) as in (11). It appears that no 
systematic way is known to obtain such a good transformation i the present stage. 
Let us introduce r2(s) by 
hk(s) 
1 + 2c,~j(E)" j=l 
Solving (12) and (14) we derive 
r2(O)(1 + 2¢2j(e)) ~/~ 
rZ(s) = ~i~=, r2(0)(1 + 2e2,(e)) s/~" 
It can be checked that 
(14) 
(15) 
Lemma 2.4. The functions rf(s) defined by (15) holds the constraint 
~--~r2(s) = 1 (16) 
j=l 
for any s C {0, e, 2G...}. 
Lemma 2.4 is an important consequence of the special choice (11). Moreover, r2(s) goes to the 
solution 
r2( O ) exp( 22jt ) 
rZ(t) = Ei~1 r2(0) exp(22i t) 
of (2) in the continuous limit. By a simple but tedious calculation we derive a difference quation 
having the solution (15). The result is as follows. 
Theorem 2.5. The ratio r~(s) of a discrete analogue of the exponential function is a solution of 
/Is~(S)= 2 (C)Fj2(S)-  ~(S -~- E) Z "~i(E)r2(s) (17) 
i=1 
which is a discretization of the Rayle•h quotient gradient system (2). 
The discrete gradient system (17) has a remarkable property on stability as well as the explicit 
solution. Namely, the solution (15) is stable for any large difference step e and converges exponen- 
tially to the unique stable equilibrium of the continuous ystem (2). To see this we first rewrite (17) 
as 
1 + 2e(,~j - ,~0) 
rZ(s + e) = rZ(s) 1 + 2~(Zi=," 2;r2(s) - 20)" 
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Hence, a blow up occurs when 
1 
e=eblow-- 2 ~ - (18) 
(E i=I  2ir2(s) 20)" 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 and (10) that 
4 O<h i ~ ~2ir2( S)~2n. 
i=1 
Thus we obtain ebiow <0. Let us assume r~(0)>0. From the explicit solution (15) we have 
r](O)(1 + 2E(2j - 2o)) ~/~ 
r2(s) = Ein~l r2(O)(1 + 2e(2i - 20)) sly" 
This implies that we should omit the case where 
1 
e=~.= (19) 
2(2. - 20) 
to get the correct equilibrium r](oc). We have 
Theorem 2.6. Assume that e # eblow and rf(O) > 0 for j = 1 .. . .  , n. Then the solution of  the discrete 
gradient system (17) converges exponentially as s---~cx~ to the unique stable equilibrium of  the 
continuous gradient system (2), namely, 
lina r(s) = (0-- .  0 1)T, 
i f  and only i f  
c >0 or 
(20) 
e<e°= 21+2, -22o"  (21) 
Proof. The explicit solution (15) takes the form 
1 
r~(s) = (22) 
provided that 
1 
e~ej - -  2 (2 j -20) '  j= l  .... ,n. 
We obtain the following necessary and sufficient condition for (20): 
l1 + 2e(2/-4o)1<11 + 2e(2° -40)1, i=  1, . . . ,n -  1, 
when e # ej. Using 2o < 21 ~< -.. ~< 2,_ L < 2, we prove (21 ). If e = ej for some j E { 1 . . . . .  n -- 1 }, then 
r2(s) = 0 for any s and r(s) satisfies (20). Note that eo<e,  <0. This completes the proof. [] 
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As was discussed in Section 1 the equilibrium in (20) gives the maximal eigenvalue An. The 
explicit solution (22) implies that the convergence is accelerated by letting ~ be large from 0 when 
s>0.  Recall that Cblow <0. In the following we call (17) an integrable discretization of the gradient 
system (2). When e0~<s<0 with e¢eblow, the solution of (17) tends to an equilibrium which is 
different from that in (20). From (17) we derive 
Asr2(s) = 2d(s  ) 2j - ~ 2ir2(s) q- 0(8). 
i= l . /  
It would be interesting to compare (17) with the standard Euler scheme for (2) which may generate 
a numerical chaos. 
A reduced form of the steepest decent equation 
n 
dr) _ 22jr 2 + 2r~ ~ 2kr 2, ]]r(0)l ] = 1 (23) 
dt 
k=l  
for the Rayleigh quotient RA(X) can be discretized in a manner as in Theorem 2.5. The result is 
A,d(s) = -2  (c )d(s )  - r~(s + s) ~ ii(s)r?(s) 2 j (s ) -  2j (24) 
i=l ' 1 + 2s2n+l' 
where 2.+~ is some real number satisfying 2.<2n+1. The unique equilibrium of (24) gives the 
minimal eigenvalue 21 of the real symmetric matrix A, when 2~ is simple. 
3. Power method with shift 
First we present an integrable discretization of the Rayleigh quotient gradient system (1). Using 
Lemma 2.4 we rewrite (17) as 
r~(s + c) = (1 + 2c(,tj - ,to))r)(s) 
" 1 ~i=1( + 2S(2i - 20))r/2(s)" 
Inserting (25) into 
rjn(s + 2~) = 
(1 + 2e(2j - 20))2rja(s + e) 
(~,~_,(1 + 2c(~,i - ~o))r2(s q- e) )  2 
we obtain the difference quation 
t)(s + 2c) = 
±(1 + 2e(,tj - ~o))r~(s) 
II(I + 2c(D - 2oI))r(s)[[' 
D= ".. , I=  ".. . 
2, 1 
(25) 
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Let us choose the signature + to guarantee that the limit of the left-hand side as ¢ ~ 0 coincides 
with that of the right-hand side. Then the integrable discretization (17) of (2) induces the following 
two-step recursion: 
(I + 2¢(D - 2oI))r(s) 
r(s + 2e) = [l(i + 2e(D - 2oI))r(s)[ I' s E {0,2e,4e,...} 
in vectorial notation. Let us regard D as a diagonalization of some real symmetric matrix A by a 
suitable orthogonal matrix P, namely, D = PxAP. Set x(s )= Pr(s). Obviously, ]]x(s)[[ = 1 for any 
s from Lemma 2.4. Moreover, HPVyH = []y][. Then we prove 
Theorem 3.1. An integrable discret&ation of the Rayleigh quotient gradient system (1) is obtained 
by 
x(s +2e)= (A - (20  ~) I )x (s )  ' (26) 
where e satisfies e # eblow and (21). 
Remark 3.2. The difference quation (26) is exactly the recursion relation of the power method [26] 
with the shift 
1 
u = 20 2e" (27) 
Set cj(s)= xj(s + 1)/xj(s). If the largest eigenvalue 2, of A is simple, 
lim x(s) =p,, lim cj(s) = 2, 
S~OO S---~ ~ 
for any j, where p, in the dominant eigenvector of A. The convergence rate depends on the shift u. 
Next we discuss the optimal shift Uopt. When e = 1/(220), (26) is corresponding to the power 
method without shift which has a linear convergence. As was shown in Section 2 the convergence 
is accelerated as the difference step e tends to infinity provided e > 0. Thus u----20 is optimal when 
e>0.  We consider here the general case where e satisfies (21). 
When e<e0, we obtain 20<U<(21 +2,) /2.  Note that e • eblow and e#e j  lead to u#En 1 2ir~(s) 
and u # 2j, respectively. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that 
Lemma 3.3. Let us assume 
n 
UTkZ2ir2(s)  and u¢2 j ,  j= l , . . . ,n -1 .  (28) 
i=1 
Then the solution of the discrete gradient system (26)proceeds to the dominant eigenvector pn of 
A as s --+ ec if and only if 
21 + An 
u < ~ (29) 
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In the following we assume (29) as well as (28). If u = 2j for some j E{1 , . . . ,n  - 1}, then 
the discrete gradient system is reduced to that for a Rayleigh quotient on S "-2. From the explicit 
solution (22) we derive 
,.~(~) = ((o) 
i .  ,~s/c "
~,~=1 r~(O)~)  
The convergence rate of t)2(s) to 6in as s-~ o~ crucially depends on the value of the ratio 
/~i - -  U 
~/ : (u ) -  2 j  - u ' (30)  
where u is a parameter. The next lemma is useful. 
Lemma 3.4. 
max I~.i - u I : ~.n - u, (31)  
ic { l,...,n} 
max 12i - -  u[ = 121 - ul or 12n_l - u]. (32)  
iC{1,..,n-- 1 } 
We first consider the convergence of r~(s),...,r21(s) to 0. From (29) and (31) we have 
A n - -  
max o)o(u) = f2j(u)==-12 j _ uj, j = l , . . . ,n  -1 .  ic{l,...,n} 
Since f2j(u)> 1, rj2(s) goes to 0 rapidly when f2:(u) is large. It follows from (32) that 
2n --U 2. --U 
min max co,j(u) -- or . (33) 
jC{1 ... . . . .  1} iE{1,...,n} 1~1 - -  b/[ I/~n_l - -  U[ 
There are two possibilities. One is the case where 2._1 <u. It is necessary to choose the shift u so 
as to minimize max{121- u], ])]'n-I- Ul} = 121- U I. However, u---* 21 contradicts to (28). The other 
is the case where 21 <u<2,_ l .  If 121 - ul is the largest in {12j - u]}j=l,...,,-1, then 12.-~ - ul is the 
smallest, and vice versa. We see from (33) that the convergence rate of {rj2(s)}j=l ...... -i takes its 
maximum when 
I~l - u l - - - I , L - ,  - u l .  
Noting 21 <u<2._1  we solve (34) to have 
21 + ~.n-I  
U - -  
2 
Secondly we consider the convergence rate of r2(s) to 1. It follows from (32) that 
max 
iE{l,...,n-- 1} 
I ,h - ul I , L - I  - ul 
or  o J ; . (u )  = fa . (u ) -  ,~. u 2 .  - u 
(34) 
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Since 0 <t2 , (u )< 1, r2(s) tends to 1 rapidly when O,(u) is small. There is no optimal shift when 
2~-1 <u. We restrict ourselves to the case 21 <u<2,_1 .  If 121-ul is the smallest in {12j-ul}j=l, 
then 12,_1-u I is the largest, and vice versa. Thus, we derive (34) again to accelerate the convergence 
of r2(s) to 1. It is proved as a by-product of the explicit solution that 
Proposition 3.5. The rapidest convergence of the explicit solution of the discrete Rayleigh quotient 
oradient system (26), or equivalently, that of the power method with a shift is performed by the 
followin 0 difference step and shift: 
1 2L + 2.-1 
~opt ~--- 21 + 2n-i - 220' Uopt - 2 ' (35) 
respectively. 
Remark 3.6. The optimal difference step eopt is a negative number. Hence, the corresponding solution 
of (26) converges to the dominant eigenvector Pn with an oscillation. The optimal shift Uopt is already 
given in [26, p. 572]. 
Finally in this section we discuss an algorithm for finding the minimal eigenvalue 2t of the real 
symmetric matrix A. Assume that 21 is simple. Using (24) we derive an integrable discretization of 
the steepest decent equation 
dx 
- -  = -Ax  + (x, Ax)x,  IIx(0)ll ---- 1 (36) 
dt 
for the Rayleigh quotient RA(x). In vectorial notation the resulting discrete gradient system is ex- 
pressed by 
((2~+j + 1 /2e) I -  A)x(s) 
11((2n÷1 + 1/2e)I -A)x(s) [  I" (37) 
x(s + 2¢) = 
Let ¢ satisfy 
E" ~ gblow ~ 
1 
2(2n+1 - -  E in_ l  2ir2(s))" 
Then x(s) tends to the eigenvector/h corresponding to 21 if and only if 
1 
e>0 or e<go-  
22.+1 - 21 - 2n" 
The optimal difference step and the optimal shift are 
1 22 + 2n 
¢opt= 22,+1-- 2z -- 2, ' Uopt-- 2 ' 
respectively. 
(38) 
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4. Discussions 
First in this paper an integrable discretization of the Rayleigh quotient gradient system is estab- 
lished. Here we use the new terminology integrable discretization in the following sense: 
(a) The discrete-time system exactly goes back to the original continuous ystem as s ~ 0, where 
e is the difference step size. 
(b) The discrete-time system has an explicit solution. 
(c) The solution of the discrete-time system is stable for arbitrary large e and tends to the same 
equilibrium point as that of the continuous ystem when the discrete time s tends to infinity. 
Several discretization methods preserving special features of continuous-time dynamical systems have 
been developed in recent years. To mention a few examples, there are the gradient algorithm [7], 
the symplectic integrator [28] and the discrete variational principle method [13]. As is shown in 
property (b), the integrable discretization is rather different from other discretization methods. The 
third property is crucial. To see this let us consider the simplest case where n = 1. Our discretization 
(17) gives rise to the integrable discretization 
(1 ÷ e)y(s) 
y(s  + e) - 
1 + ey(s) 
of the logistic equation dy/dt= y(1 -y ) .  This is known as Morishita's map in mathematical biology. 
The solution y(s) approximates the continuous trajectory of the logistic equation for any large e > 0, 
which is in sharp contrast o the logistic map discussed in Section 1. 
Our point of the integrable discretization here is as follows: 
(i) Starting from a discretization i a linear level (6) we look for an integrable discretization of 
the nonlinear system (2). 
(ii) We deform the quantities 2j which appear as constants in the continuous-time system (2) as 
well as the dependent variables t32(t). See Remark 2.1. 
The first is an essence in Hirota's discretization (cf. [9]). A discrete analogue of the exponential 
function plays a central role. The second point is new and enables us to derive the recursion relation 
of the power method with a shift. 
It is possible to deform 2~ to 
2j (39) 
Z/(e) -- 1 - 2e320 
3 and so on, we can prove the same results instead of (9). By a minor change, e.g. c ~ e 3, CbJow ~ CbJow 
as those in Sections 2 and 3. We remark that 2j(e) in (39) satisfies As2j(S)ls=O =2e2202j(s)ls=0 which 
goes to d2s/dt[t_o = 0 as e--* 0. The constants 2j emerge as first integrals of a continuous-time finite 
nonperiodic Toda equation [12]. The system of 2n differential equations, (2) and d2Jdt = 0, are 
equivalent to the Toda equation, where 2j play the role of action variables. This implies that the 
Toda conserved quantities are deformed in our integrable discretization. It will be interesting to note 
the fact that the conserved quantities of certain discrete-time integrable systems are also deformations 
of those of the continuous-time integrable systems (cf. [8, 9, 13]). 
Secondly in this paper the power method is remarkably proved to be a discrete gradient method. It 
is shown that the time evolution from s to s + 2E of the discrete Rayleigh quotient gradient system is 
exactly the 1-step of the recursion relation of a power method with a shift. We obtain an alternative 
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proof of  the optimal shift of  the power method. Our proof is made by the use of  the explicit solution 
of  the discrete gradient system. 
There is a conjecture that an integrable system lies behind any effective dynamical algorithm. It 
is easy to give some examples of  such algorithms, e.g. the qd algorithm [23], the QR algorithm 
[25], the e-algorithm [21], the Karmarkar algorithm [17], the Jacobi algorithm [16] and so on. They 
can be regarded as integrable discretizations of  integrable systems. This paper furnishes a fascinating 
topic in this fruitful area. The next challenging problem will be to design a new effective algorithm 
being based on integrable systems. Property (c) will be particularly useful in designing numerical 
algorithms. The integrable discretization no doubt brings us a new perspective in numerical analysis 
and mathematical programming. 
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